
Thracian spinos and 
its Indo-European cognates 

Abstract: The Thracian tenn spinos originates from 
an archaic Indo-european Archetype �os denoting 
'a (precious/useful) stone' and later 'a0 metal'. The 
author tries to demonstrate that it belongs to the 
neolithic relics in the Palaeo-Balkan and Indo-European 
vocabulary. 

Contents: 1 .  Thracian spinos and its elYJl;lological 
explal')Q.tion; 2. Lexical evidence for PIE. • kwJ;HOS, 
3 .  Phonological aspects of the Indo-European 
re�onstruction; 4. The semantical stratification of PIE. 
"'kWnl!os, 5. Conclusions. 

• 

1. Thracian spinos and its ctymological 
cxplanation 

According to Aristotle, the Thracian word spinos 
denotes a kind of stone which blazes when water 
touches it {phasl de ton en tf Thrfk_f llthon ton 
kalo11menon spfnon dialopenta kafesthJJi:Arist 
Mir.Ausc.833a, 23). The etymology of the Thracian 
word was considered unclear until re.::ently ( cf. e.g. 
Duridanov 1976: 17: "Njama tAI.kuvane", Neroznak 
1978:54-55: "Nejasnoe slovo", Duridanov 1985: 14: 
"Ohne Deutung bisher''). However, the researchers did 
not take into consideration that the initial Thracian 
cluster • sp- may represent not only IE. • sp- but also 
m.•kw- (Decev 1960: 1 65). If so, then it is conceivable 
to suggest an etymological explanation of the difficult 
Thracian item. 

In an earlier paper, together with my colleague 
Krzysztof Tomasz Witczak, we suggested an 
etymological connection between the Thracian word 
spinos and the Baltic words for 'lead, plumbum ' 
(Lithuanian Ivinss, Latvian svins) and Slavic ones 
(Russ.-ChSl. svinici, Russ. svinec, Ukr. svineci, 
Slovenian svinac < Psl. "'svinltl'•tead'). Moreover, we 
tried to collect exhaustive lexical data and reconstruct 
the Indo-European archetype of this archaic item, its 
original structure and meaning, and alsa to sketch its 
hypothetical history from the Neolithic Period onwards 
(Danka-Witczak 1992:83-91). After asswning that the 
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Thraco-Balto-Slavic terms seem to have equivalents in 
three other Indo.European stocks, namely in Iranian, 
Greek and Anatolian, we were able to suggest an Indo-

"' 
European archetype "kwrJFfos. 

The purpose ofthis article is to demonstrate that the 
Thracian item is nat a word without etymology. 
Moreover, it is a very archaic term, which nat only 
belonged to the oldest part of Indo-European lexis, but 
alsa preseved the mast primitive semantics. 

... 

2. Lexical evidencc fdr PIE "kwnHos. 
• 

In aur research, connected with the new etymo
logical and comparative Indo�Ew:open dictionary, one 
of the main principles has always been to reconstruct 
Indo-European lexical items rather than hypothetical 
doubtful roots. There is no need for justifying here such 
an approach. But the problem is how to discover the 
original meaning of a reconstructed protoword, keeping 
in mind the evolution the object denoted underwent in 
various epochs, begining with the Stone Age, through 
Bronze and Iran Ages up to the cultures known from 
written history. The Indo-European tribes such as the 
Thracian became familiar with metals at a certain stage 
of their civili.zational development. usually after the 
primary speech community had broken up into a 
number of subgroups, hence the names of metals are 
different in particular Indo-European languages. The 
Thracian spinos as well as Greek and Hittie equivalents 
retalll,ed the earlier meaning to the extent1hat originally 
rn.•kwgHos denoted a useful substance including 
mineral and metal (Danka 1983 : 184). The archaic 
character of the Indo-Euopean word is motivated partly 
by its structure, which will remain unclear until we 
have accounted for the laryngeal presence, and partly 
by the lack of obvious derivation within the 
protolanguage1 ,  and lastly - by the geography of the 
word which has been found in at least 6 Indo-European 
subgroups. 

In the Indo-European Lexicon Project the following 
lexical data have been collected that facilitate the 
reconstruction of the proto-lndo-European lexeme 
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A 

•kwDf!os 'a (useful) stone' > 'a metal ' :  
Gr.Myc. ku-wa-no-2 'bluish 'glass', Homeric and 

Attic kUanos m. 'the semi-precious stone lazurite, alpis 
lazuli; copper sulfate; copperas; dark-blue enamel, blue 
glass'3/!Thracian spinos 'a kind of stone which blazes 
when water touches it'// 

Hittite kuwanna-, also kuwannan- 'copper, a 
precious stone'4// Iranian•s(p)ana- m. 'iron' :  Shughni 
sepen, Jidgha rispin (with an unclear r-), Wakhan i§n, 
Sarikoli spin, Ishkashmi §�plin, Sanglichi e§pr1n, Orosh 
sepin, Munjani yispm, Sogdian 'spn 'iron', 
Chwarezmian ispanf, Ossetic (il)fsăn 'an iron part of the 
plow; plowshare' ;  with the prefix •a-:OPers. "'ăsana
m.'iron', Npers. âhan, Pehlavi iism, Samnichi osiirr, 
with the element hu-/hau- 'good' in the sense of 'steel' 
(literally 'good iron'): Pashto ospma, ospana 'iron, 
steel ' ,  Avestan hao.samaena- adj. 'of steel', Sogd. 
'spn)'JJ adj. 'of iron'<Iran. •spanaina- adj.s//Lith. lvinas 
'lead, zinc', Latv. svins 'lead'//Rus. svinec, Ukr. 
svinecl, Rus.-Cs. svini'C!, Slovenian svinec< 
PSl.•svin1�Y <"'"'svinif- 'lead'// 

3. Phonological aspects of the 
Indo-European reconstruction 

The researchers tried to connect the afore-mentioned 
words with each other6, but usually they ecountered 
"major" dificulties of phonetic nature (to say nothing of 
semantic incongruities), which made it irnpossible to 
prove any affinities between the matched words. The 
fundamental shortcomings of the research done so far 
are related to the fact that no attempts have been made 
to overcome the phonological difficulties or to collect 
exhaustive evidence, while without a proper 
reconstruction and without extensive evidence, the 
existence of a protoword is highly unsubstantiated. No 
attempt has been made, either, to explain the mutual 
relationships between various meanings in respective 
Indo-European languages, although without proper 
semantic analysis the history of the Thracian and Indo
European lexeme seems uncertain. 

The fundamental phonetic difficulty stems from the 
fact that some Indo-European languages exhibit 
apparently the -an- segment ( e.g. Hitt. kuwannaJ, Gk. 
kUanos, Iran. "'spana-), while others contains the -in
segments ( e.g. Thrac. spinos, Lith. §vinas, Latv. svins, 

PSI. "'svin1"c�. lt has not been noticed so far that both 
the -� and the -in- variants may be derived as fully 
consistent continuants of the proto-Indo-European 
group • -Jjlf- ( where H stands for a laryngeal consonant, 
most proÎ>ably for PIE. • E) in a position before a vowel. 
Such a duality remains in an obvious relationship with 
the disappearance of the laryngeal phoneme in an 
intervocalic position and occurs in absolute conformity 
with the way the phoneme -n- is realized before a vowel 
(cf. Greek an-, Avestan an- <IE. •n- 'non-, -less' in an 
initial position before a vowel). sJ:ce no anomalies are 
observed in the continuation of the group IE. • Îw- ( cf. 
Gk. ku-, Iran. slpl-, Hitt. kuw-1, Balt. §v-, PSI. sv- and 
Thrac. sp-8), the reconstruction of the homogenous 
lndo-Euroran protoform "'kwnnos m. (or better PIE. 
•kwnl!os) appears to be fully piausible. 

• 

4. The semantica/ stratification of PIE. 
"'kwnHos 

• 

Vjaceslav Ivanov ( 1977:23 1 )  considers the matching 
of the Balto-Slavic term for 'lead, plumbum ' with the 
Greek-Anatolian "migrational" term for 'copper' and 
'blue glass'dubious not only due to phonetic difficulties 
(which are illusory anyway), but also because of 
semantic discrepancies. The legitirnacy of the latter 
argument is undermined by Ivanov himself who states 
that the technological afTmity between lead (usually 
alloyed with tin) and copper could easily have arisen 
due to the knowledge and utilization of bronze (the 
alloy of copper and tin). Moreover, he acknowledges 
that relating tinted glass to this group of terms is not 
problematic at all because the technologies for 
producing both glass and metal alloys are similar, both 
requiring that a temperature levei between 800 and 
1400 degrees Centigrade be achieved. In other words, 
Ivanov demonstrates, against his own intention, that the 
words mentioned above may be considered as related to 
each other with no semantic reservations whatsoever. 
Nevertheless, not only do the semantic discrepancies 
need to be explained, but most of all original meaning 
of the reconstructed lexeme must be recreated. 

In order to determine the original meaning of the 
proto-lndo-European lexeme �os, we have 
undertaken a semantic stratification �f the lexical data. 
The results are shown in Table 1 .  
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Table 1. The semantic stratification of PIE. •kwiplos 
lndo-Euro.,.,..n stocks a (useful)atone (bluish) glasa a metal a compound 

l .Thracian + 
2.GRCk + 
3.Anatolian + 
4.Inmian 
S.Baltic 
6.Slavic 

As the above table shows, the lexicographic data 
indicates the existence of two basic meanings: (1)  'a 
metal' (namely: 'lead',  'iron', 'copper') and (2): 'a 
(useful) stone' (namely 'an ornamental stone',  'a 
mineral that reacts with water'). The mutual 
contradiction between these two meanings is only 
superficial. In another article (Danka-Witczak 1990: 
3 19-324) we pointed out that an etymologist concemed 
with Indo-European languages, while undertaking the 
task of reconstructing the original meaning of a lexeme, 
ought to be aware of the long process of evolution that 
the signified object was subject to, spanning from the 
neolithic period tbroughout the bronze and iron ages up 
to the tirnes from which written records have been 
preserved. Since particular Indo-European peoples were 
masteting metallurgy at a specific stage of their cultural 
development (that is, in most cases, long after their 
linguistic homogeneity had been broken), the fact that 
names of various metals often difîer from one Indo
European language to another should not be surprising 
at all. What is more, the phenomenon of an Indo
European society's gradual transition from the use of 
stones to the use of metals could well have resulted in a 
situation in which certain tribes were still, 
technologically, at the stone-age levei, while others, 
although contemporaneous to them, had already 
attained advanced knowledge of smelting and 
processing metals. As archeological research indicates 
the fact of metal tools (e.g. axes) having been preciscly 
modelled on respective stone tools, we may presume 
that metal tools simply inherited the names of their 
stone antecedents with little or no modification at all 10. 

5. Conclusions 

To sum up: both basic meanings (which do coexist 
in the most ancient, and in many respects most archaic 
language, that is Hittite) are genetically related to each 
other. Ref erring to the original state of things, the 
meaning of 'a (useful) stone' should be regarded as 
primary, while that of 'a metal' should be explained as 
a semantic speciali7.ation. The differences in the names 
of particular metals seem to indicate that specific 
meanings ('lead', 'iron', 'copper') are most likely 

+ +7 
+7 +'conoer' 

+'iron' + 

+'lead' 
+'lead' 

innovations roade at the time when various Indo
European dialects (Balto-Slavic, Iranian, Anatolian) 
were developing independently of each other. The 
stimulus which fostered semantic changes must have 
come still at the time of Indo-European corrummicative 
homogeneity - an assumption that is corroborated not 
only by the perceived semantic duality, but most of all 
by the accentual contrast which is a secondary feature 
of semantic difîerentiation. This contrast takes the 
following form: those words which adopt the meaning 
of 'a (useful) stone' display the baritonic accentual 
paradigm (cf. Gk. kUanos, Thr. spinos < PIE.•Kwpifos), 
while those that take on the meaning of 'a metal' 
conform to the oxytonic paradigm (Balto-Slavic "'lvfnas 
< Pie. "'kwrpf6s), see Danka-Witczak ( 1992: 88,86). 
Most probably it is thanlcs to this accentuological 
contrast that the Hittite language could retain both 
meanings of a given word. 

In the light of the above consideration it should be 
put be}'.ond any doubt that the Proto-Indo-European 
term "'bvnHos is of neolithic origin. Semantic analysis 
of the co�tinuants of this archaic term enables us to 
reconstruct the metamorphoses which a given word was 
undergoing since the Neolithic age, as well as to 
observe that these metamorphoses resulted from 
disparate (and changing in time and space) conditions 
of the social and cultural environment. The Indo
European term in question, which originally possessed 
the meaning of 'a (useful or precious) stone' (and 
conformed to the baritonic accentual paradigm), during 
the period of transition from the stone age to the iron 
age adopted a different meaning ('a metal') and a 
contrasting, i.e. oxytonic, accentual paradigrn. Within 
the Balto-Slavic languages the meaning of this word 
became specialized to signify 'lead'. The Iranian 
languages prefer the semantics 'iron' and 'steel ',  while 
Hittite attests the meaning 'copper' and 'a precious 
stone' .  Only Thracian preserved a primitive meaning 
probably not far from that of the Indo-European 
ancestor form used by the lndo-Europeans. lt is perhaps 
connected with the fact that the 1bracians constantly 
occupied the territories that in the neolithic times were 
the homeland of the Indo-Eurpoeans1 1 • 
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NOlES 

1. The "coloured" derivation, referring to tbe Indo-European 
root •bu- 'leucbten; beU' (Pokomy 19S9:S94), is • typical inslance of 
"Wuaeletymologien". 

2. Cf. Ventria-Chadwick ( 19S9:399), Palmer (1968:432), and 
iecentty K.aunakene/Kuamldj (1986:66). 

3. lt bu usuaUy been usumed that tbe Greelc: word wu derived 
from some Meditemmean aource (Cbanlnline 1970:S93-S94: 

"Empnmt. Mot de culture du buin mCditenanCai'), most probably 
from • Semitic one (u e.g. in Ventris-Cbadwick l 9S9:399: "Non-IE 
loan-wonl. Cf. Ugaritic ignu, Akkad. ugnu 'lapis lazuli'7') or possibly 
Anatolian (as e.g. in Palmer 1963:422: Luvian 'loanwonl', 
Gllllllaelidze-lvanov 1984:7102, 803). Hallewt (1969), on tbe otber 
band, found tbe source of tbe Gteek wonl in tbe Sumerian KU.AN 
'metal oftbe color oftbe sky'. 

4. Aa to tbe semantica of tbe Hinite wonl, cf. e.g. 'Kupfer, 
Kupfedllau, Scbmuckstein' (Friedrich 1952: 122), ·�uiVTe, piem: 
pRc:ieuse' (Larocbe 19S9:S9). Garilkrelidze-Ivanov (1984:710), 

following P.Meriggi, quotes Luwian kuwanzi>- with tbe meaning 
'copper', but this equivalent is bighly doubtful. Weitenberg (1984:292) 

usumes tbat the Luwian wonl in question ia probably an adjective witb 
!he meaning 'scbwer?, wichtig7', bui elaewhere he cites Luwian 
kuwanzi>- 'Kupfer' (Weitenberg 420, n .212). 

S. Por the Iranian evidence, see Morgenatieme (1927: 12), 

Abaev (19S 8:48 1; 1 963:203-207), Trubafev ( 1 967:33-34) and Reczek 
(1985 :22). lt is wortb mentioning that' Abaev suggests connection 
between Inn • s(p)ana- and Aveiitan spanab- 'holy, sacred' "po 
kul'tovym motivam". 

6. In connection witb tbis matter it may be useful to quote a few 
selected opinions. Both Boisacq (1916:S27) and Preobnienskij 
(1958:979) hesitate wbether !he Greelc: teun iii relaled to Baltic and 
Slavic items. Truba�ev ia inclined to connect !he Slavic and Iranian 
wonll, pointing out a diffen=nce oftheir root vocalism, Ivanov (197711) 
clainu tbat ''tbe problem of tbe connection of Hitt. kuwllJJlla§ witb 
Slavic and Baltic names for 'lead' (.„) is phonolugically difficult", 
while iD another worlt (Ivanov 1 977:230) he states what follows: 

"Litbuanian lvinas 'lead', Latv. svins, related to ORuss. svini'f:f and 
other Slavic terme for 'lead', cBDDot be derived from the samc Indo
European protofoun a Gtak k6anos is". 

7. Ivanov ( 1 977:231)  clainu that matcbing tbe Balto-Slavonic 
wonls witb tbe H.Lttite kuWBllllBS is lmposaible due to tbe lack of 
palatallzation JE.•kln Ana1Dllm ID a poaltion befoni • u. 1bJa UJlllDllll 
is devoid of any legitimacy, however, because Ibis "pbonetic process" 
is a fiction concocted on tbe basis of Indo-Iranian borrowings sucb u: 
Hitt. aHuwa- 'horse', Hier.Luw. asuwa-, Lyc.esbe (<b1do-lran. •alva
m. 'hone' < IE. •ctwo-, cf.Lat. equus, Gmc. ·�bwaz m. "borse'). lf the 
Anatoli1111 wonls in question were vemacular, tbcy would surely bave 
retained tbe vocalism e- in initial position. This argument (and a few 
otheni whicb we are noi mentionlng bere) enables us to reject Ivanov'& 
reservations. lf, on tbe otber hand, palatalization is a pbenomenon tbat 
did not occur in tbe pre-Anatolian l,anguage {Danka, 1 983 : 169), then 
tbe only viable continuation ofJE.• kw- can be tbe Hitt. kuw-. Recently 
Craig Melcbert (1987) h1111 tried to prove tbe existence of • 

palatalizational procesa in tbe Luwoid group of Anatolian, but not in 
tbe Nesitic one. 

8. See e.g. Gk.k6oo (gen.sg. kunos) 'dog', Avest. spâ (gen.pi. 
„,!,8!!/), 1asbto sp8y"'Npeni. sag, Litb. §u6, gen.sg. §dns, Latv. suos < 

IE.• kwOh, gen.sg. •James 'dog' (Pokomy, 19S9:632-6ll). 

9. In tbis articlc tbe abbreviation "IE." is consistently used with 
clusic (new-gnmmatical) TI:Construction, and tbe abbreviation "PIE." 
with reconstruction tbat takes into account the laryngeal thcory. That is 
wby I suggest tbe -RHV- notation (where: R-syllabic sonant, V-vowel, 
and H-n:Oecta aomc proto-lndo-European laryngeal pboneme whicb 
bad disappeared within tbe Indo-European arca). I consider lhe new
grammatical notation -RRV- to be bypercorrect. 

10. The problem of reconstructing tbe meanings of Indo
European lexemes is more extensively addn::ssed in Danlca
Witczak( 1990:3 1 9-324 ). 

1 1 . The necesaity of locating tbc Indo-European homeland at tbe 
Balkan Peninsula (especially in tbe b1111in of Danube) was apreued 
many limes in my earlier articles and books (see especially Danka 
1966; 1983). 
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